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I. INTRODUCTION:
The large ionization chambers carried by the OGO-I and OGO-III
satellites have observed many radiation increases which can be
identified as energetic x-rays produced during solar flare events.
It is the purpose of this report to make available detailed _-onization-
rate profiles for about 70 events representing practically all
cases detected by these ion chambers durLng _he observing tin_ of the
OGO-I and OGO-III satellites up to the end of 1966. Our group has
studied the relationship between these energetic x-ray_ and the
acccr_panying radio emission and the results have been given in several
publications (Arnoldy, Kane and Winckler, 1967a; Arnoldy, Kane and
Winckler, 1967b; Arnoldy, Kane and Winckler, 1967c). Further details
of the instrumentation not contained herein are described in several
documents (Kane, 1967; Kane, Pfitzer and Winckler, 1966). Copies of
the above quoted papers are available on request.
The preliminary studies relating the x-ray phencmena to radio
emission obvinusly leave many questions unanswered, and it is hoped
that this atlas will stimulate further _rk in identifying the processes
in various flare events and in finding sane cases particularly on
the solar limb which may give further essential information about
the location of the sources. Since the Minnesota group is not at
present engaged in a detailed study of the optical flares as seen
in H or other emissions or of the magnetic character and development
of the active centers, it is hoped that other groups will find
interest in such a correlation to reach a better understanding of the
flare energetics.
II. DESCRIPTIONOFTHEMEASURINGINSTRUMI_%_f:
The x-ray events tabulated in this report have been detected by
a spherical aluminumwalled ionization chambercontaining argon gas.










50 ibs./in. 2 absolute
60 ibs,/in. 2 absolute
Minimum energy for penetration by charged particles
Protons 12 Mev
Electrons 0.6 Mev
This ionization chamber is mounted at the end of a four foot boGm
which keeps it away from the main body of the OGO satellit6. The
ion chamber sphere is adjacent on the end of the bocm to a rectangular
box containing some electronics and is covered by a very thin
blanket of alLmlinized mylar. It is sensitive over essentially
47 steradians of solid angle but occasionally, due to the rotation of the
satellites, will be periodically eclipsed by the body of the satellite.
In some of the events shown (for example 28 August 1966) one can clearly
see the roll modulation of the solar x-ray beam produced by this
effect. In same cases both the OG0 satellites have simultaneously
. 3
observed the samesolar x-ray burst. (See, for example, 20 SeptemJ0er1966.)
These features Dlus correlation with other electrQmaqnetic radiations
from the flare serve to identify the ionization increases as being
due to x-rays. Usually tJlese x-ray increases consist of isolated
events detected when t/_e satellites are outside the magnetosphereand
the ionization cham_ersare responding only to the galactic cosmic
ray background. In such cases the x-ray bursts are easily "_dentified.
Sometimes, however, the identification is more cifficult especially
in the transition re_ion of the magnetospherewhere electron "spikes"
are often seen or during solar particle events in space to which the
chambers are also sensitive. As an illustration of the response of
these ionization chambersto various space radiations one may refer
to Figures 1 and 2 which are "event plots" obtained durinq March 1966
with C_/3-I when there was a complex series of x-ray and particle
increases. These event plots are direct tracings of the autoFatic
com_utemplot routine from the OGOdata tapes but have, in addition,
flare and radio burst 0ata added above.
The graphs sh_n in the figures are empressed in an arbitrary
rate of resettinq of the ion cha_er drifting electrometer in units
called normalized pulses per second x 103 (NPPS x 103). These
ionization production rates in the chamber can be. converted from
arbitrary units to enercry fluxes in ergs c_n-2 sec -I by referring to
the response characteristics of the chamber. Such response curves
assuninq exponential spectra for the x-rays are shown in Figure 3.
The conversion factors for the different spectral constants shown
in Figure 3 are sunmmrized in Table 2.
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The differential response of the ion chamber to photon spectra of exponential tyne.
The curv_ labeled E0 - ® corresponds to the ion chamber resnonse to _ f_"mum.
One. expects that a characteristic energy of 50 Kev or less will cl<Iracterize_"-_/<___
most spectra and thus the chamber response is concentrated between ]0 ar_ 50 Key
I




















(PHOTONS CM 2 SEC-I Ke_7:)
Eo = m KeY
Eo = 50 KeY































>14_ Kev 21 ergs cm _c !
_s _- l-- .......--i-
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i. 3x10 -6 I
With the aid of this table and an assumption or other knowledge about
the spectral shade one may convert the arbitrary ion chamber units to
-2 -i O£?
absolute fluxes expressed as ergs cm sec above I_ Key incident
e_erc;y, but actually for a practical sense be.t_een _ Kev and 50 Kev.
In the figures shown in this report the cosmic ray or particle 1_ackground
has been subtracted or in some cases the zero of the scale has l_en set
on t/_e cosmic ray baseline as shown in the ficrare.



























The data from which the fiqures are Plotted was taken in one of
three ways:
(a) ten second averages of the ionization rate calculated from
the telemetered ramp as the ion chamberelectrcmeter drifted
between resets. The ten second average data is plotte_ as a
smoothcurve which frequently showsbaseline noise.
(b) by computing the equivalent rate for one reset of the driftinq
electrc_eter by an accurate measurementof the time At of
one reset. Since a rate point is obtained for each reset
this meansthat hiqher rates give nore points per unit time
in the plot. The graphs using electrometer resets are plott_
as histograms.
(c) the third method is to plot a point each minute but with the
average taken over approximately 1.5 minutes of time. Data
in this n_nnneris plotted as a histoqr_1.
The choice of the time interval in the plot dependson the data mode
of the satellite, of the size of the event and several other factors.
The ultimate time resolution available is <i second.
Wehave also given on the plots the desiqnation of which satellite
has received the data and other relevant information such as
acc_ying shortwave fadeouts (S_I_)shownas horizontal arrows
starting frcm a vertical marker. This information was obtained from
the Boulder reports of geophysical and solar data. _-$ehave also
given someinfor_mtion about associated solar radio emission also obtained
from the Boulder reports of geophysical and solar data. Beside
the listing of the frequency and the observing station the presence
of the radio emission is indicated by a horizontal line with a vertical
arrow marking the reported time of maximt_n. Although radio
information is auite oc_plete, the absence of an indicated radio
burst may in sane cases be due to the unavailability of infomnation
and does not necessarily mean that a radio burst did not occur.
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